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The presence of a functional measure is scrutinized on both sides of the dual gauge/gravity

correspondence. Corrections to the transport coefficients in relativistic hydrodynamics are

obtained using the linear response procedure. In particular, using first-order hydrodynamics,

the shear viscosity, entropy density, diffusion constant, and speed of sound are shown not to

acquire any corrections from the functional measure of gravity, for a Minkowski background

metric. On the other hand, the energy density, the pressure, the relaxation time, the bulk

viscosity, the decay rate of sound waves, and coefficients of conformal traceless tensor fields,

are shown to carry significant quantum corrections due to the functional measure, even

for a flat background. They all acquire an imaginary part that reflects the instability of

the strongly-coupled fluids on the boundary CFT. This opens up the possibility of testing

quantum gravity with the quark-gluon plasma.

I. INTRODUCTION

AdS/CFT consists of a holographic duality, leading a type IIB string theory with effective

compactification AdS5×S5 to a SU(Nc) Yang–Mills theory with four supersymmetric charges, in the

limit of a large number of colors Nc [1]. Open strings with endpoints at a stack of Nc coincident D3-

branes are dual to gauge fields with symmetry SU(Nc). In the low-energy regime, the radius of the

5-sphere is negligible and the bulk effectively becomes AdS5. The lack of analytical and perturbative

solutions to strongly-coupled CFT can be circumvented by techniques in AdS/CFT, where strongly-

coupled CFT can be investigated using weakly-coupled gravity on the bulk. Moreover, string theory

is more straightforward to tackle in the strong-coupling regime [2].

In the long-wavelength regime, fluid/gravity duality sets in, where fluid flows can be character-
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ized by transport coefficients. These coefficients take into account the microscopic hydrodynamical

features of fluid flows, which are based on interactions in the strong-coupled field-theoretical as-

pects. The dual gravity in the bulk, represented by a black brane with a non-degenerate horizon,

makes CFT, at long-length scales, to be regulated by the near-horizon domain of the bulk geometry

[3]. The gauge/gravity correspondence is thus a useful tool to compute transport coefficients [4].

In the context of the holographic correspondence dictionary, operators describing gravitons in

the AdS5 bulk are dual objects to the energy-momentum tensor, which regulates the strong-coupled

CFT on the AdS5 boundary of codimension one. Taking into account the long-wavelength limit,

conservation of the energy-momentum tensor is led to hydrodynamics, and holography relates grav-

ity in the bulk to fluid dynamics on the boundary. In the fluid/gravity correspondence scenario,

the system of equations governing relativistic hydrodynamics on the boundary of AdS5 are directly

associated with Einstein’s equations in AdS5 [5–8].

One of the most pertinent applications of AdS/CFT is the calculation of linearized hydrody-

namics for a variety of gauge theories with holographic duals. Various features of the dual fluid

dynamics on the AdS boundary, represented by the transport and response coefficients, have been

comprehensively studied [9], also including the relativistic Navier–Stokes equations with soft-hair,

in the membrane paradigm [10, 11]. Fluid/gravity establishes how the gravitational dynamics in

the AdS bulk, which is dictated by Einstein’s field equations, relates to the hydrodynamics, which is

described by the relativistic Navier–Stokes equations in the AdS boundary. The latter are strongly

hyperbolic, causal, and stable, also in the complete out-of-equilibrium regime proposed in the

seminal BDNK (Bemfica–Disconzi–Noronha–Kovtun) approach [12–16]. Fermionic sectors of the

gauge/gravity correspondence have been also scrutinized [17, 18]. Relativistic hydrodynamics plays

a prominent role in phenomenological and theoretical approaches. In particular, experiments at the

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) can be reasonably described by computational simulations

regarding relativistic hydrodynamics [19, 20].

Among the most relevant results underlying the fluid/gravity correspondence, the calculation

of the shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio, which is a natural observable, plays a prominent

role [21]. To calculate it, the literature usually adopts a semi-classical expansion, keeping only

the classical contribution from the AdS bulk. Ref. [22] pioneered the investigation of one-loop

quantum gravitational corrections to the shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio. It was shown

that one-loop corrections to the shear viscosity vanish, but the entropy density gains a logarithmic

quantum correction. The coefficients of the latter depend on the spin of the particles running in

the loop, which violates the KSS (Kovtun–Son–Starinets) bound. Besides, Ref. [23] formulated a
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causal theory with spin, proposing corrections due to backreaction to hydrodynamical variables,

within a one-loop effective action setup.

The goal of this work is to continue the study of quantum corrections in AdS/CFT. In particular,

we shall investigate the contribution of the functional measure, which is itself a one-loop correction,

to transport coefficients of the gauge theory.

In principle, there could be contributions from the functional measures of the gravitational and

the gauge theory. These measures are dimensionless and independent of any physical parameters

(such as Newton’s constant G or Nc). Therefore, the functional measures are not affected by

gravitational nor gauge parameters. On the gravity side, the resulting effective action thus gains

an additional (Planck-suppressed) correction:

Leff =
1

16πG
R+ Lmeasure (1)

=
1

16πG
(R+ 16πGLmeasure) . (2)

Using the AdS/CFT dictionary N2
c ∼ 1/G, thus showing that the gravitational functional measure

corresponds to a finite Nc correction to the gauge theory. However, as we shall see, such corrections

vanish. On the other hand, the functional measure on the gauge side yields non-vanishing correc-

tions. We stress that the gauge functional measure is not obtained from mapping the gravitational

measure into the gauge side via the duality. It rather results directly from the configuration-space

geometry of the gauge theory and, therefore, is independent of AdS/CFT. The latter shall only

play a role in the calculation of Green’s functions.

The presence of a functional measure in the path integral is crucial for obtaining gauge-invariant

results [24–29]. On the other hand, it requires the introduction of a metric in configuration space.

This metric, as opposed to the gravitational metric, is not dynamical and, therefore, its choice must

be seen as part of the definition of the theory. Indeed, the attempt of promoting the configuration-

space metric to dynamical objects recovers gauge-dependence issues [30].

We shall adopt symmetry as the main tool for building the configuration-space metric, in the

same spirit as effective field theory. The most general functional measure, to the lowest order, can

thus be obtained. The measure yields an additional term in the effective action, whose consequences

for transport coefficients in the linear response theory shall be studied through a hydrodynamical

representation of the energy-momentum tensor.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review some aspects of the functional measure

in quantum field theory and the construction of the configuration-space metric, which ultimately

results in an additional term in the effective action. Sec. III is dedicated to scrutinizing the
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functional measure on the gravity side, whereas Sec. IV investigates the consequences of a functional

measure on the boundary CFT. After introducing the retarded Green’s response function in the

framework of perturbation theory, an effective energy-momentum is obtained, encoding additional

quantum contribution from the functional measure. Perfect and viscous fluids are studied in this

context. In particular, the energy density receives an imaginary contribution, thus suggesting the

existence of instabilities in the fluid. The other transport coefficients also gain similar corrections,

except for the shear viscosity. The shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio is preserved. The

second-order hydrodynamics expansion is also implemented in Sec. V, where corrections to the

sound pole, to the relaxation time, and the effective diffusion constant are obtained, among other

three transport coefficients that carry corrections due to the functional measure. Also, a reliable

bound on the parameter that regulates quantum gravity corrections, due to the functional measure,

is obtained by analyzing the latest experimental data about the bulk viscosity of the quark-gluon

plasma. Finally, conclusions, discussions, and perspectives are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. FUNCTIONAL MEASURE IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

A central object in quantum field theory is the generating functional:

Z[J ] =

∫
dµ[φ]ei(S[φ

i]+Jiφ
i), (3)

where S[φ] is the classical action for some generic set of fields φi = (ϕ(x), Aµ(x), gµν(x), . . .). All

information regarding any physical system is contained in its corresponding generating functional

Z[J ]. In particular, correlation functions are obtained by simple functional differentiations, from

which scattering amplitudes can be obtained using the LSZ (Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann)

formula. Despite its importance in field theory, a rigorous mathematical foundation remains un-

known, particularly with respect to the functional measure dµ[φ]. Operationally, one can however

define the aforementioned object as

dµ[φ] = Dφi
√

DetGij , (4)

where Dφi =
∏

i dφ
i and DetGij denotes the functional determinant of the configuration-space

metric Gij . The factor
√

DetGij is required to account for a non-trivial configuration space, whose

typical example is that of a non-linear sigma model.

The presence of a non-trivial functional measure is usually sidestepped by employing dimensional
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regularization:

DetGij = eδ
(n)(0)

∫
dnx

√
−g tr logGij

dim. reg.
= 1 , (5)

where we used Det log = Tr log. Here Tr and tr denote the functional and the matrix trace,

respectively. The last equality in Eq. (5) follows from formally setting δ(n)(0) = 0 in dimensional

regularization. This argument is not strictly valid [29] and, therefore, it must be confirmed case-by-

case with other regularization schemes. We shall later obtain non-trivial corrections to observables,

namely transport coefficients. Our results thus serve as an a posteriori proof that one cannot indeed

appeal to dimensional regularization to set δ(n)(0) = 0 in this case.

We shall regularize the Dirac delta using the Gaussian distribution:

δ(n)(x) =
1

(2π)n/2ℓn
e

−x2

2ℓ2 , (6)

for some (length) cutoff ℓ → 0. When evaluated at the origin, we thus find

δ(n)(0) =
1

(2π)n/2ℓn
. (7)

After renormalization, Eq. (7) implies a non-trivial contribution from the configuration-space metric

in (4) to the path integral. It is the phenomenological consequences of this contribution to transport

coefficients that we are interested in this article.

It should be stressed that there is no canonical way of choosing the configuration-space metric,

which must be seen as part of the definition of the theory. The configuration-space metric is typically

identified with the bilinear form appearing in the kinetic term [24, 31, 32], in which case it can be

chosen to cancel ultralocal loop divergences [33, 34]. We stress, however, that this identification

is not mandatory. There is no physical argument to justify such an ad-hoc procedure. For this

reason, we shall construct the configuration-space metric based on symmetry principles alone, in the

same spirit as effective field theories. In this case, the ultralocal divergences are not automatically

canceled and, therefore, must be renormalized.

Sticking to the lowest order in the energy-scale expansion, which does not include dimensionful
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parameters, and assuming ultralocality, yields [35, 36] 1

Gij = diag

( Ns︷ ︸︸ ︷
Gs

IJ , . . . , G
s
IJ ,

Nf︷ ︸︸ ︷
Gf

IJ , . . . , G
f
IJ ,

NYM︷ ︸︸ ︷
GYM

IJ , . . . , GYM
IJ ,

NnYM︷ ︸︸ ︷
GnYM

IJ , . . . , GnYM
IJ , GDW

IJ

)
δ(x, x′) , (8)

where

Gs
IJ =

√
−g , (9)

Gf
IJ =

√
−g

 0 εαβ

εαβ 0

 , (10)

GYM
IJ =

√
−g gµν , (11)

GnYM
IJ =

√
−g gµν δab , (12)

GDW
IJ =

√
−g

2
(gµρ gσν + gµσ gρν + c gµν gρσ) , (13)

denote the configuration-space metric for scalars, fermions, abelian Yang–Mills fields, non-abelian

Yang–Mills fields, and gravity, respectively. Here εαβ denotes the inverse of the two-dimensional

Levi–Civita tensor, δab is the metric in gauge space and c is a dimensionless free parameter. Note

that the gravitational sector is described by the well-known DeWitt metric GDW
IJ . The functional

determinant, in this case, can be readily calculated to wit:

DetGij = e2 γ̃
∫
dnx

√
−g tr log |gµν | , (14)

where

γ̃(ℓ) =
β

2(2π)n/2ℓn
, (15)

β =
1

2
Ns +DNf +

(n− 2)

2
NYM +

(n− 2)

2

(
N2

g − 1
)
NnYM +

1

4
(n− 4)(n+ 1) . (16)

We have also omitted a divergent constant factor, which is otherwise canceled by the path integral

normalization Z[0] = 1.

Eqs. (3) and (14) then yields the generating functional in the more standard form

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφiei(Seff[φ

i]+Jiφ
i), (17)

1 The geometry of configuration space was also studied in connection with the problem of singularities in Ref. [37].
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with a renormalized effective action

Seff =

∫
dnx

√
−g (L − iγ tr log |gµν |) , (18)

for some bare Lagrangian L. Here γ is the renormalized parameter, whose (Wilsonian) renormal-

ization group equation reads

Λ
dγ

dΛ
= − nβ

2(2π)n/2
Λn , (19)

where Λ = 1/ℓ.

A few comments are in order. When ℏ is reinstated, it is straightforward to see that the

contribution from the measure in Eq. (18) is of one-loop order O(ℏ). The usual one-loop correction

Tr log(S,ij) should thus be taken into account in this order. The latter, however, entails a series

in powers of curvatures and/or covariant derivatives, which are subdominant at low energies when

compared to the derivative-free measure contribution. We shall thus focus on the one-loop correction

due to the functional measure. The effects of Tr log(S,ij) have been considered in [22].

Furthermore, note that there is an apparent violation of diffeomorphism invariance in Eq. (18).

This is indeed expected because the functional measure (4) transforms as a (functional) scalar den-

sity in such a way that the whole path integral is invariant under reparameterizations. However, we

stress that variations of the symmetry-breaking term under spacetime diffeomorphisms are canceled

by the functional Jacobian that shows up from Dφi, thus the path integral and all observables in

the quantum regime remain invariant.

III. FUNCTIONAL MEASURE ON THE GRAVITY SIDE

On the gravity side of the GKP-Witten relation, [38, 39]

Zgauge = Zgravity , (20)

the correction in Eq. (18) modifies the Einstein-Hilbert action, thereby altering the dynamics of

the bulk field hµν . In this section, we shall solve the modified equations of motion for hxy. In

particular, the on-shell action S[hxy] acquires no additional finite term.

The modified action reads

S = SEH + SM , (21)

where SEH is the Einstein-Hilbert action with negative cosmological constant and SM denotes

the new term due to the functional measure. We split the metric into some (asymptotically-AdS)
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background ḡµν and perturbations hµν , namely

gµν = ḡµν + hµν , (22)

to wit

SM = −iγ

∫
dnx

√
−ḡ

[
tr log |ḡµν |+

(
1 +

1

2
tr log |ḡµν |

)(
h− 1

2
hρνh

ν
ρ

)
+

1

2

(
1 +

1

4
tr log |ḡµν |

)
h2
]
, (23)

where h = ḡµνhµν . The corresponding corrections to the equations of motion then read

−iγ

(
1 +

1

2
tr log |ḡρσ|

)
ḡµν + iγ

(
1 +

1

2
tr log |ḡρσ|

)
hµν − iγ

(
1 +

1

4
tr log |ḡρσ|

)
hḡµν . (24)

For a diagonal background metric, such as the Schwarzschild-AdS one, the dynamics of φ ≡ hxy

becomes:

□φ+ iγ

(
1 +

1

2
tr log |ḡρσ|

)
ḡxxφ = 0 , (25)

where □ = ḡµν∇µ∇ν and covariant derivatives are defined with the background metric ḡµν .

We now take the Schwarzschild-AdS background 2

ds2 =
1

u2
(
−h(u)dt2 + dx⃗2

)
+

1

h(u)u2
du2 , (26)

with h(u) = 1− u4. Assuming, for simplicity, that φ = φ(u), Eq. (25) yields

u2φ′′ − 3uφ′ − 5iγ
log u

u
φ = 0 (27)

in the asymptotic region (u → 0).

Note that the branch point singularity in log u prevents us from finding a typical solution in a

power series of u. We shall thus solve Eq. (27) perturbatively in γ. For γ = 0, the asymptotic

solution has the well-known form:

φsol(u) = φ(0)(1 + φ(1)u4) . (28)

For γ ̸= 0, we shall write

φ(u) = φsol(u)− iγ ξ(u) , (29)

2 We have conveniently set all dimensionful parameters to unity.
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where ξ(u) is an arbitrary function whose functional form is to be found. Using Eq. (29) in Eq. (27)

and keeping only leading order terms in γ, we obtain

u2ξ′′ − 3uξ′ + 5φ(0) log u

u
= 0 , (30)

whose most general (exact) solution is

ξ(u) = c1 + c2u
4 − 6φ(0)

5u
− log u

u
φ(0) . (31)

The first two terms have the same form as Eq. (28), thus they can be absorbed by a finite renor-

malization of φ(0) and φ(1). In particular, they do not affect correlation functions in the gauge

theory because the latter are obtained from variations with respect to φ(0). The last two terms,

on the other hand, are divergent at the AdS boundary and must be eliminated by holographic

renormalization. Indeed, the on-shell action reads

S =

∫
d4x

[
2φ(0)2φ(1) + 2iγφ(0)2φ(1) log u

u
+ iγ

φ(0)2

2u6
+O(γ2)

]
(u → 0) . (32)

After canceling all divergences, no non-trivial corrections are thus found for the correlation functions

of Txy in the gauge theory due to the functional measure in Zgravity. The same argument can be

straightforwardly generalized to the other components of hµν , whose equation of motion also exhibits

branch-cut divergences that yield no corrections to correlation functions of Tµν on the gauge theory

after holographic renormalization.

IV. FUNCTIONAL MEASURE ON THE GAUGE SIDE: LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

The linear response theory can be used to investigate the response of a quantum-mechanical

system to perturbation theory. The Hamiltonian can be written as H = H0 + δH(t), where H0 is

the free Hamiltonian and the perturbed Hamiltonian and action are respectively regarded as [40]

δH(t) = −
∫

d3xO(x⃗)φ(0)(t, x⃗) , (33)

δS =

∫
d4xO(x⃗)φ(0)(t, x⃗) , (34)

where the external source φ(0) carries the response to the operator O, whose average under small

perturbations reads

⟨O(t, x⃗)⟩av = tr [ρ(t)O(x⃗)] , (35)
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for the subscript on the left-hand side of Eq. (35) representing the average in the presence of

the external source and ρ(t0) denoting the density matrix associated with a canonical ensemble.

Turning on the source φ(0) at t = t0, the density matrix evolves, yielding

⟨O(t, x⃗)⟩av = tr
[
ρ(t0)U

−1(t, t0)O(x⃗)U(t, t0)
]
. (36)

The operator in the interaction picture reads OI = eiH0(t−t0)Oe−iH0(t−t0). From the Schrödinger

equation, considering δHI := eiH0(t−t0)δHe−iH0(t−t0), and keeping only first-order terms in φ(0),

yields

⟨O(t, x⃗)⟩av = tr [ρ(t0)OI(t, x⃗)]− i tr
[
ρ(t0)

∫ t

t0

dt[OI(t, x⃗), δHI(t)]

]
+ · · · . (37)

Taking the t0 → −∞ limit therefore implies that

δ⟨O(t, x⃗)⟩ := ⟨O(t, x⃗)⟩av − ⟨O⟩ = −i

∫
R
d4x′GOO

R (t− t, x⃗− x⃗′)φ(0)(t, x⃗′), (38)

where the retarded Green’s response function reads

GOO
R (t− t, x⃗− x⃗′) := −iθ(t− t)

〈
[O(t, x⃗),O(t, x⃗′)]

〉
(39)

and θ(t− t) denotes the Heaviside step function. The Fourier transform of Eq. (39) yields

δ⟨O(k)⟩ = −GOO
R (k)φ(0)(k) , (40)

where qµ = (ω, q⃗) and the response function reads

GOO
R (k) = −i

∫
R
d4x eiωt−iq⃗·x⃗θ(t)

〈
[O(t, x⃗),O(0, 0⃗)]

〉
, (41)

which can be computed using AdS/CFT. In fluid dynamics, a perturbed Lagrangian is given by

δL = h(0)µν (t)T
µν(x⃗), (42)

and

δ⟨Tµν⟩ = −Gµν,ρσ
R h(0)ρσ (t), (43)

Gµν,ρσ
R = −i

∫
R
d4x eiωt−iq⃗·x⃗θ(t)

〈
[Tµν(t, x⃗), T ρσ(0, 0⃗)]

〉
. (44)

The energy-momentum tensor couples to metric perturbations at the boundary and, for the action

(18), it is given by

T eff
µν =

2√
−g(0)

[
∂(
√

−g(0)Leff)

∂g(0)
µν − ∂α

∂(
√
−g(0)Leff)

∂(∂αg(0)
µν
)

]

= Tµν + 2iγ

(
1 +

1

2
tr log |g(0)ρσ |

)
g(0)µν , (45)
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where Tµν corresponds to the classical contribution from L and the last term is the contribution

from the functional measure. The background metric g
(0)
µν has been kept arbitrary so far. In the

following, we shall restrict our results to the flat background, which is the most important case for

applications in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), as a byproduct of heavy-ion collisions described by

a strongly-coupled fluid that can be identified by its underlying macroscopic features, including the

equation of state and transport and response coefficients. The microscopic properties also involve

interactions among the fluid constituents, dictated by QCD. We stress, nonetheless, that curved

backgrounds on the gauge side of the correspondence also play important roles in other contexts

[41].

A. Perfect fluid flow

Taking into account fluids that have no particle number conserved, just the energy-momentum

tensor can be associated with a locally-conserved current. In this scenario, fluctuations of mo-

mentum densities and energy represent the only hydrodynamic modes [40]. Fluids are thus solely

described by their energy-momentum tensor, which is covariantly conserved. In particular, notice

that the quantum contribution in T eff only depends on the metric, thus metric compatibility gives

∇µT eff
µν = 0 , (46)

which is indeed expected from the diffeomorphism invariance of the path integral.

In a perfect fluid description, at least as a first approximation, the rate of momentum transport,

encoded into the shear and bulk viscosities, can be neglected. Its constitutive equation arises from

the 0th-order terms in the derivative expansion of the energy-momentum tensor:

(
T eff)µν =

(
ϵeff + P eff)uµuν + P effg(0)

µν
, (47)

where uµ(x) is the four-velocity field of the fluid flow, P eff = (T eff)11 denotes the effective pressure,

and ϵeff = (T eff)00 is the energy density in the (local) rest frame. Comparing Eqs. (45) and (47),

gives

ϵeff = ϵ− 2iγ , (48)

P eff = P + 2iγ , (49)

where we have set g
(0)
µν = ηµν as the flat metric. Here ϵ = T00 denotes the classical energy density

and P is the classical pressure. The imaginary part of the energy density (48) corresponds to
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the instability of the fluid’s degrees of freedom. In particular, Im(ϵeff) is a measure of the fluid

flow lifetime. This is, in fact, consistent with the difficulty of creating a long-lasting QGP in the

laboratory. The strength of this instability is measured by the free parameter γ, which must be

fixed by experiments. We will address bounds on γ analyzing the latest experimental results about

the QGP.

B. Viscous fluid

For viscous fluids, the constitutive equation must be generalized to include first-order derivatives

of the fluid flow velocity:

(T eff)µν =
(
ϵeff + P eff)uµuν + P effg(0)µν + (τeff)µν , (50)

(τeff)µν = −ΥµαΥνβ

[
ηeff
(
∇(αuβ) −

2

3
g
(0)
αβ∇ · u⃗

)
+ ζeffg

(0)
αβ∇ · u⃗

]
, (51)

where Υµν := g(0)µν + uµuν is a projection operator along spatial directions. The effective shear

and bulk viscosities are respectively denoted by ηeff and ζeff. The shear viscosity naturally arises as

the response under an internal thermal force, and specifies the relaxation of transverse momentum

density fluctuations, whereas the effective bulk viscosity measures how much the fluid is dislocated

out of equilibrium in a uniform expansion [42]. Transport coefficients encode the mean free path

(mfp) of any scattering process that is responsible for relaxation phenomena related to hydrody-

namic modes [43]. In a conformal theory, the bulk viscosity vanishes, whereas, in a non-conformal

relativistic theory, it is proportional to the mfp for processes lacking conservation of particle num-

ber. It indeed consists of a uniform expansion, since (re-)achieving the equilibrium at a different

temperature requires the change of the total number of particles. These sought-after viscosities are

the crucial difference with respect to the perfect fluid and they are both entailed by the tensor τeff.

The shear viscosity, in particular, can thus be obtained by the response of the energy-momentum

tensor to a small perturbation of the metric, playing the role of the strain. As the energy-momentum

tensor consists of the variation of the Lagrangian density with respect to the metric, the under-

lying response has first-order in the derivative expansion, of the energy-momentum to the strain

field. If one regards the dissipative contributions in the energy-momentum tensor, the associated

conservation equations correspond to the relativistic Navier–Stokes equations [43].
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To find the viscosity, we perform a metric perturbation of the form:

g(0)µν =


−1 0 0 0

0 1 h
(0)
xy (t) 0

0 h
(0)
xy (t) 1 0

0 0 0 1

 . (52)

Using (51) one can calculate τxy to linear order in the perturbation, as

∇xuy = ∂xuy − Γρ
xyuρ =

1

2
∂th

(0)
xy , (53)

being (∇ · u⃗) second order in the perturbation. Hence Eq. (51) reads

δ⟨τxy⟩ = −2ηeffΓ0
xy = −ηeff∂0h

(0)
xy , (54)

whose Fourier transform is given by

lim
q→0

δ⟨τxy(ω, q⃗)⟩ = iωηeffh(0)xy . (55)

Comparing (43) and (55) gives the Kubo formula, expressing ηeff as a function of the imaginary

part of the retarded Green’s response function (44):

ηeff = − lim
ω→0
q→0

1

ω
Im Gxy,xy

R (ω, q⃗) . (56)

Analogously, the retarded Green’s response function in Eq. (44) gives the bulk viscosity [44, 45]:

ζeff = −4

9
lim
ω→0
q→0

1

ω
ImGµµ,ρρ

R (ω, q⃗). (57)

Implementing the perturbation (52) in Eq. (45) results in

T eff
µν = Tµν + 2iγηµν . (58)

Comparing Eq. (58) with Eqs. (56) and (57) gives

ηeff = η (59)

ζeff = ζ + 4iγ . (60)

We, therefore, see that the shear viscosity does not receive any corrections from the functional

measure for a Minkowski background, whereas the bulk viscosity does present a significant quantum

correction. For the shear viscosity, Eq. (45) indeed shows that no corrections exist for diagonal

metrics. Only non-diagonal (curved) background metrics can provide corrections to the shear
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viscosity. The components of a curved metric are nonetheless expected to be negligible at the scales

of the laboratory.

It is also worth mentioning that the leading-order expression for the entropy production rate can

be obtained from the energy-momentum conservation combined with the definition of the entropy

density near equilibrium [46]:

seff =
ϵeff + P eff

T
= s, (61)

which recovers the classical entropy because the quantum corrections in Eqs. (48) and (49) cancel

out in the sum. Therefore, the effective shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio does not receive

any quantum correction from the functional measure, in first-order hydrodynamics:

ηeff

seff
=

η

s
. (62)

V. SECOND-ORDER HYDRODYNAMICS AND CONFORMAL FLUIDS

Although first-order hydrodynamics cannot probe any functional measure signature in transport

and response coefficients, in what follows we will show that transport coefficients in the second-

order hydrodynamics carry quantum gravity signatures of the functional measure. One can express

all the possibilities regarding second-order terms in the energy-momentum tensor, permitted by

Weyl invariance [43]. Then, one can compute the coefficients accompanying these terms in the

N = 4 SYM dual plasma [47, 48]. In the context of kinetic theory, the shear and bulk viscosities

correspond to their respective mfps ℓη and ℓζ , which represent scales at a microscopic level. As

the effective energy density, ϵeff , and the fluid flow velocity, uµ, are assumed to be slowly-varying

spacetime-dependent functions, a macroscopic length scale L can be therefore associated with their

gradients, in such a way that ℓη, ℓζ ≪ L. Therefore, any expansion term has order ∼ 1 in the

respective small Knudsen numbers (Kζ = ℓζ/L and Kη = ℓη/L [43]) terms (e.g. ησµν ∼ 1 in

Eq. (66)). A continuous hydrodynamical description of the system as a fluid flow is dependent

on assuming that Kζ and Kη are small. Nonetheless, since dissipative terms solely emerge at

order ∼ 1 in this expansion, one may besides assume that the fluid flow is such that higher-order

terms can be taken into account. Eq. (66) suggests that terms due to higher-order Knudsen

numbers corrections are necessary, encoding dissipative components of non-conformal relativistic

hydrodynamics. Formal aspects were developed in Ref. [49]. In this way the fluid flow admits

higher-order terms in the energy-momentum tensor. Second-order hydrodynamics techniques have

been employed in the early stages of nuclear collisions, in the ultrarelativistic regime [50], where
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the effective energy density has considerable gradients. It corresponds to second-order corrections

in Kζ and Kη, which become relevant to the analysis of the QGP formation [51–53]. Hence, a

second-order expansion is a necessary tool for applications [54], in particular to relevant aspects of

generalized black branes [41].

The dissipative part, (Ψeff)µν , of the energy-momentum tensor

(T eff)µν = (ϵeff + P )uµuν + P effΥµν + (Ψeff)µν , (63)

considers only the derivatives and vanishes in a homogeneous equilibrium state. The tensor (Ψeff)µν

is symmetric, transverse, and, for conformal fluids, it is also traceless. One defines

σµν = 2⌞∇µuν⌟ , (64)

where the notation

⌞Bµν⌟ =
1

2
ΥµαΥνβB(αβ) −

1

3
ΥµνΥαβBαβ ≡ B⌞µν⌟ (65)

is employed for some given second rank tensor Bµν . Ref. [55] showed that the dissipative part of

the energy-momentum tensor, up to second order in derivatives, involves the Riemann and Ricci

tensor, namely

(Ψeff)µν = −ησµν − ητΠ

[
uρ∇ρ⌞σµν⌟ +

1

2
σµν(∇ · u⃗)

]
+ κ

[
R⌞µν⌟ − 2uαR

α⌞µν⌟βuβ

]
+
λ1

η2
σ⌞µ

λσ
ν⌟λ − λ2

η
(Ψeff)⌞µλΩ

ν⌟λ + λ3Ω
⌞µ

λΩ
ν⌟λ , (66)

where the vorticity can be expressed by

Ωµν =
1

2
ΥµαΥνβ∇[αuβ] . (67)

The coefficient

κ = lim
q→0
ω→0

∂2

∂q2
Gxy,xy

R (ω, q⃗) (68)

contributes to the 2-point Green’s function of the energy-momentum tensor [43, 55], whereas the

relaxation time for the shear viscous stress,

τΠ =
1

2η

 lim
q→0
ω→0

∂2

∂ω2
Gxy,xy

R (ω, q⃗)− κ+ T
dκ

dT

 , (69)

emerges both in the shear and sound modes [43, 55–58]. The λ1, λ2, and λ3 are second-order

transport coefficients of conformal traceless tensor fields that are orthogonal to uµ [54] and can
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be obtained, if one generalizes Eq. (43), to encompass second-order hydrodynamics. The energy-

momentum tensor can be expressed as a Taylor-like expansion in the metric perturbation, as [47]

⟨Tµν(x⃗)⟩h = ⟨Tµν⟩h=0 −
1

2

∫
d4x⃗′Gµν,σρ

R (x; x⃗′)hσρ(x⃗
′)

+
1

8

∫
d4x⃗′

∫
d4xGµν,σρ,τξ

R (x⃗; x⃗′, x)hσρ(x⃗
′)hτξ(x) + . . . (70)

where Gµν,...
R are retarded n-point correlators. By identifying the terms of the solution of the

energy-momentum conservation law to the respective terms of the expansion in retarded correlators

(70), hydrodynamic transport coefficients can be expressed by (causal) energy-momentum n-point

correlators. The transport coefficients λ1, λ2 and λ3 require 3-point correlators [59]. To proceed,

one can solve the conservation law ∇µT
µν = 0 in momentum space, by expressing the Fourier

transform of Eq. (70) as [47]

⟨Tµν(q⃗)⟩h = ⟨Tµν⟩h=0 −
1

2(2π)4

∫
d4q⃗1δ

4(q⃗ − q⃗1)G
µν,σρ(q⃗;−q⃗1)hσρ(q⃗1)

+
1

8(2π)4

∫
d4q⃗1

∫
d4q⃗2δ

4(q⃗ − q⃗1 − q⃗2)G
µν,σρ,τζ(q⃗;−q⃗1,−q⃗2)hσρ(q⃗1)hτζ(q⃗2) + . . .(71)

Regarding a 3-point function, one can assume qµ1 = (ω1, 0, 0, q1) and qµ2 = (ω2, 0, 0, q2). Therefore,

the transport coefficients λ1, λ2, and λ3 can be read off from 3-point correlators, in the strong-

coupling regime, as [5, 47]

lim
ω2→0
ω1→0

∂

∂ω1

∂

∂ω2
lim
q1→0
q2→0

Gxy,xz,yz = ητΠ − λ1

lim
q2→0
ω1→0

∂

∂q2

∂

∂ω1
lim
q1→0
ω2→0

Gxy,yz,0x =
1

2
ητΠ − 1

4
λ2

lim
q2→0
q1→0

∂

∂q1

∂

∂q2
lim
ω2→0
ω1→0

Gxy,0x,0y = −1

4
λ3, (72)

implying that some of the following transport coefficients carry corrections by quantum gravity,

encoded into the parameter γ:

τΠ =
(2− log 2)

2πT
(1 + 24γ2) (73a)

λ1 =
N2

c T
2

16
(1 + 52γ2 + 16γ4), (73b)

λ2 = −(1 + 12γ2 + 2γ4)
log 2

8
N2

c T
2, (73c)

λ3 = 0, (73d)

where T denotes the temperature of the system.
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To relate transport coefficients to thermal correlators, the fluid response due to small pertur-

bations of type hxy = hxy(t, z) must be analyzed. The effective energy-momentum can thus be

written as

(T eff)xy = −P effhxy − η∂thxy + ητΠ∂
2
t hxy −

κ

2

(
∂2
t + ∂2

z

)
hxy . (74)

The linear response theory implies that the retarded correlator reads

Gxy,xy
R (ω, q) = P eff − iηω + ητΠω

2 − κ

2
(ω2 + q2). (75)

In this sense one can write Eq. (68). The sound pole can be now computed, once conformal

hydrodynamics in stationary equilibrium is considered at an initial time, implying homogeneous

energy density ϵeff ∼ T 4 and (Ψeff)µν = 0. One then marginally perturbs the fluid mechanical

system, denoting an out-of-equilibrium shift, with effective energy density, δϵeff, fluid flow velocity,

ui, and dissipative spatial part of the energy-momentum tensor, (Ψeff)ij . For small perturbations,

one can neglect the nonlinear terms in Eq. (66) encompassing sound waves, since they are nonlinear

functions of the velocity. Linear approximation in the perturbations yields

δT 00 = δϵeff, (76a)

δT 0i =
(
ϵeff + P eff)ui, (76b)

δT ij = (ceffs )2δϵeff δij +
(
Ψeff)ij , (76c)

where the speed of sound, at constant temperature, can be computed by

ceffs =
dP eff

dϵeff = cs , (77)

with cs = dP/dϵ the classical speed of sound. For sound waves traveling along the x-direction,

energy-momentum conservation implies

∂t(δϵ
eff) + (ϵeff + P eff)∂xu

x = 0 , (78)(
ϵeff + P eff) ∂tux + c2s∂x

(
δϵeff)+ ∂x

(
Ψeff)xx = 0 . (79)

Eq. (66) can be written as

(τΠ∂t + 1)
(
Ψeff)xx + 4η∂xu

x = 0 . (80)

Considering a plane wave, Eqs. (78) – (80) provide the dispersion relation

−τΠω
3 − iω2 + q2c2sτΠω + 4q2

η

ϵeff + P effω + ic2sq
2 = 0. (81)
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At the small-q limit, two solutions of Eq. (81) representing sound waves read

ω± = ±csq − iΓ effq2 ± Γ eff

cs

(
c2sτΠ − Γ eff

2

)
q3 +O(q4) , (82)

where the effective diffusion constant for shear fluctuations is given by

Γ eff = 2
η

ϵeff + P eff = Γ , (83)

where we used ϵeff + P eff = ϵ+ P from Eqs. (48, 49) and Γ is the classical diffusion constant. The

additional solution of Eq. (81),

ω = −iτ−1
Π +O(q2) , (84)

does not equal zero in the limit q → 0, indicating a residual macroscopic scale beyond the hydro-

dynamical regime.

In the functional measure setup, one can search for the eigenmodes of the linearized hydrody-

namic equations, to understand the locations of the correlators poles. The equation governing the

charge diffusion,

(
∂t −Deff∇2

)
ρ = 0, (85)

for ρ denoting the electric charge, represents a pole in the 2-point correlation function at the values

ω = −iDeffq2. To obtain the poles one can, for the sake of simplicity, assume q⃗ = qẑ. Shear

eigenmodes can be thus calculated when fluctuations of pairs of components, let us say T 0k and

T 3k, are taken into account, where k = 1, 2. The constitutive equation reads

T 3k = −ηeff∂zu
k = − ηeff

ϵeff + P eff∂zT
0k, (86)

whereas the diffusion equation for T 0k reads(
∂t +

ηeff

ϵeff + P eff∂z

)
T 0k = 0. (87)

Replacing the plane wave e−iωt+iqz into (87) yields the dispersion law ωeff = −i η
ϵeff+P eff . The

effective diffusion constant

Deff
η =

η

ϵ+ P
(88)

in Eq. (83) mimics the coefficient of the correlator, with a diffusive pole weff = −i η
ϵeff+P eff q [4].

We thus see that Deff
η = Dη does not acquire quantum corrections from the measure. In the
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non-relativistic limit, when P eff ≪ ϵeff, the effective diffusion constant, Deff
η , equals the kinematic

viscosity.

An important additional feature of the functional measure can be addressed. There is a phe-

nomenon of attenuation in sound waves, due to the effective shear and bulk viscosities. The effective

decay rate λeff of sound waves with momentum q⃗ reads [60]

λeff =

(
4

3
η+ ζeff

)
q2

ϵ+ P
= λ+

4iγq2

ϵ+ P
, (89)

expressing a quantum correction to the decay rate of sound waves, λ, due to the functional measure.

We can now search for a reliable bound on the parameter γ, which drives the quantum gravity

corrections due to the functional measure. To accomplish this task, we can compare existing

experimental data on transport coefficients of the QGP and compare with the ones whose quantum

corrections have been predicted in Sects. IV and V. Transport coefficients of QGP have been

obtained in heavy-ion collision experiments for temperatures in the range 150 ≲ T ≲ 350 MeV.

Therefore, Eq. (60) can be taken into account, denoting

∣∣ζeff∣∣ = ζ

√
1− 16γ2

ζ
. (90)

We can split the analyzes of the latest robust experimental estimates for the QGP bulk viscosity

into three parts. The first one regards the JETSCAPE Bayesian model using [61], complying with

the theoretical results in Refs. [62–64]. Therefore a bound γmin < γ < γmax for the parameter γ,

encoding quantum corrections due to the functional measure, is depicted in Fig. 1 as a function of

the temperature.

γmin

γmax

150 200 250 300 350
T(MeV)

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

γGeV4

FIG. 1: The bound γmin < γ < γmax (GeV4) as a function of the QGP temperature (MeV), using the results

by the JETSCAPE Bayesian model [61].
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The second similar result can be deployed by considering the experimental data for the bulk viscosity

of the QGP, obtained by the Duke group [65]. This time, the temperature-dependent bound on γ

is plotted in Fig. 2.

γmin

γmax

150 200 250 300 350
T(MeV)

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

γGeV4

FIG. 2: The bound γmin < γ < γmax (GeV4) as a function of the QGP temperature (MeV), using the

measured experimental values of the bulk viscosity and analysis by the Duke group [65].

Finally, the up-to-date experimental results of the bulk viscosity, by the Jyväskylä-Helsinki-Munich

group [66], can be employed. The associated bound for the parameter γ, as a function of the

temperature, is shown in Fig. 3.

γmin

γmax
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T(MeV)

0.02

0.04
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0.08

0.10

0.12

γGeV4

FIG. 3: The bound γmin < γ < γmax (GeV4) as a function of the QGP temperature (MeV), using the

measured experimental values of the bulk viscosity and analysis by the Jyväskylä-Helsinki-Munich group

[66].

Irrespectively the similar results concerning the parameter γ = γ(Λ) (which runs according to
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Eq. (19)) in Figs. 1 – 3, an energy scale Λ ∼ 3 TeV can be assumed, since the experimental results

involve Pb–Pb collision data at
√
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The consequences of a functional measure on the boundary CFT were here analyzed and dis-

cussed, which has led to important corrections to transport coefficients in AdS/CFT. The modi-

fications due to a functional measure yield an effective energy-momentum tensor, whose temporal

component, the effective energy density, and the effective pressure (from the spatial components)

both acquired a non-trivial contribution from the functional measure. This correction was shown

to be imaginary, which suggests an unstable fluid and agrees with the difficulty of creating a long-

lasting strongly-coupled fluid, say QGP, in the laboratory. Quantum corrections from the functional

measure were broadly investigated for both perfect and viscous fluid flows, including second-order

hydrodynamics. In particular, the effective shear and bulk viscosities have been computed. While

the latter receives a correction, the former does not. This strengthens the result from [22], thus

shear viscosity does not receive any quantum corrections at one-loop. Similarly, the entropy density

(hence the shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio), the speed of sound, and the diffusion constants

receive no corrections from the functional measure. The reason boils down to their dependence on

the sum ϵeff + P eff , whose corrections from the effective energy density and the effective pressure

cancel out. We stress, however, that this cancellation only takes place for a Minkowski background.

Curved background metrics can generally provide non-trivial corrections. The experimental analy-

sis of fluids over curved substrates, for example, could shed light on the quantum effects of gravity.

In particular, such experiments could be used to bound the values of the parameter γ. The decay

rate in sound wave attenuation, on the other hand, depends on the bulk viscosity and thus gets

modified by the functional measure correction. Besides, the relaxation time and coefficients of

conformal traceless tensor fields in second-order hydrodynamics, were shown to carry significant

quantum corrections due to the functional measure.

As large-Nc Yang–Mills theories can be implemented to describe QCD, the results here obtained

can be straightforwardly applied to other aspects of the QGP [62]. Experiments in the RHIC have

constantly shown that the QGP can be described by hydrodynamics, as a fluid with small viscosity,

making it a strongly-coupled system. The quantum gravity corrections due to a functional measure

may be tested, in principle, in experiments involving the QGP at the hydrodynamical regime.

Regarding it, an important procedure has been implemented and shown in Figs. 1 – 3, showing
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the temperature-dependent bounds for the parameter γ, carrying quantum gravity effects on the

bulk viscosity, in Minkowski background. The analysis leading to our results was based on the last

experimental results about the QGP [61, 65, 66].

Another interesting possibility, as shown in Ref. [67], concerns the fact that hydrodynamics can

be seen as a universal attractor, with specific hydrodynamical signatures remaining, even in extreme

behaviors of the QGP, including chiral transport and anomalies in the context of a functional

measure. Considerations of this kind can (and should) be generalized with the inclusion of a

functional measure. Its details shall be postponed for some future work.
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